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ABSTRACT: MIS decision-makers in business and academia are faced with a
number of issues in an ever changing environment. A number ofprevious studies
[1,2,3,4Jhave identified MIS issues ofgreatest importance to IS management. It has
been suggested [2,4J that knowledge of the relative importance of MIS issues aids
businesses in deciding where to focus investments, and is also relevant to academics
as they attempt to shape curricula. This study presents an assessment of the degree
to which the issues identified as ofgreatest importance by the cited studies are likely
to be included in a typical undergraduate MIS class. Coverage ofa topic in the typical
MIS text is used as a proxy for actual class coverage. Such coverage within the
textbooks is found to be spotty and the implications ofthis finding for the classroom
are discussed.
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INTR0DUCl10N

It is widely accepted that
computer-based
Management
Information Systems will play an ever
increasing role in all business functions.
MIS faculty play an important role in
preparing future business professionals
to maximim the contn'bution of computerbased information systems to effective
management. This research grows out of
the premise that a significant aspect of
this preparation requires that MIS mculty
ensure that the curriculum reflect those
MIS issues that research has identified as
being of the greatest importance in the
real world. The textbooks used in
undergraduate MIS courses are a major
determinant of the issues that are covered
in the course. The textbook provides a
framework for the course and students
may continue to use the text from their
MIS course as a central reference when
they need answers to "computer'' questions
after they take the MIS course. The
Page

centrality of textbooks to the MIS issues
covered in an undergraduate MIS course
leads to our basic research question:

To what a:tent do MIS textbooks
cover the 'by MIS issues" that have
been identified by researchers?
ME'IHODOLOOY

The methodology for this study
consisted of a three step process: (1)
selection of issues, (2) selection of texts,
and (3) analysis of texts with regard to
coverage of the issues.

Selection of Texts
Texts included in this study were
identified based upon a computer search
of the Dialog Books in Print index under
the subject heading of Management
Information Systems.
This search
identified books for both introductory
computer courses and MIS courses. The
research list was finalized by selecting all
the MIS textbooks copyrighted after 1983
from the list generated by the Dialog
search. A list of all texts included in the
study is presented in Appendix I.

Selection of Issues
Analysis of Texts
A number of studies over the past
eight years have identified "issues of
importance in MIS"
Table
lists the issues selected for inclusion in
this study and indicates the previous studies
that found these issues to be of particular
importance.

[1,2,3,4].

1

Analysis of the texts was undertaken
on an issue-by-issue basis. Appropriate
coverage of an issue requires a formal
treatment in the text. The issue should
be formally defined, and information
regarding the issue should be developed
under appropriate chapter or section
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